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We have come a long way from the heady days of 2010-2011 when
everyone jumped on the rare earth bandwagon and raising money
was simple if you had rare earths in your company name. A lot
has changed since then but there is still a lot of noise and
mixed messages and fund raising has become a real fight for
survival in a very challenging market.
Every project is the next best one outside of China and if one
reviews PEA and PFS reports all elements can be sold at
projected prices with no context of supply and demand. In an
attempt to level the playing field I have developed the
attached table to evaluate all the main projects using the
same pricing, which I feel is reasonable and defendable. In
addition it assumes all La, Nd, Pr, Tb and Dy can be sold and
Eu is sold at a 30% discount and Y at 25% off market given the
current oversupply situation. Some private projects are not
included including ionic clay projects in South America.
Until now most PFS studies look at selling everything that is
produced even though this is a near impossibility. This is
especially interesting when people talk that they will sell
concentrate and use their best guess for market prices of
separated elements in the future to build their revenues.
What is noticeable is that in all cases the BIG 4
(Nd/Pr/Dy/Tb) magnetic elements account for >90% of all
revenues in every project. The same pricing assumptions were
used on all projects with a base of 1,000 TPY REO output to
see how composition plays into the project revenues. Some
assumptions were made:
1. Projects will sell all the La, Nd, Pr, Tb and Dy
2. They will get 70% of the value of Eu and 75% of the Y

value as most of this will be sold as a concentrate, if
possible
3. No value is given for any of the other elements: any
sales of these would be a bonus.
I looked at Market Cap, Enterprise Value and cash position to
see how the projects compare. The cash position, (based on
Sept. 30 reports) as one can see, is a critical issue for a
number of projects and their ability to raise in the next 6-12
months will determine their future unless the projects are put
on care and maintenance until the market recovers, which could
be a VERY long time.
Additional factors considered are CAPEX, OVERALL PROJECT. The
Overall Project takes into account grade, location, access to
chemicals, labour, power and utilities. In some cases there
are good grades but they may as well be on the moon when it
comes to access to labour, chemicals and power. CAPEX of over
$500M will be challenging to raise in the current market
environment. Additionally some management teams are
recognizing that bigger is not necessarily better. Mt. Pass
proved this. A plant likes to run at a high percentage of
capacity on a sustained basis, particularly solvent extraction
to succeed. Any hiccups upstream can create problems in
maintaining a balanced solvent extraction operation. In
additional the qualification will take time so unlike most
projections one does not sell everything at day one.
At the end of the day the project will have to be within 20%
of comparable Chinese costs as exported material from China
still carries at 17% VAT penalty to be competitive. All
customers outside China want a non-Chinese source but when
pushed will pay little or any premium and in reality support
the black market by buying smuggled material out of China.
Sad, but a reality. I believe there is an opportunity to
provide longer term stable pricing which after 2010-2011 the
market really wants. Lynas it appears is taking this approach.
With the demise of Mountain Pass it will be harder for

Molycorp to implement such a strategy for materials produced
inside China.
This is a horse race as there is room for 2, maximum 3
projects, with the demise of Mt. Pass. This horse race may
become somewhat of a marathon at today’s market pricing and
investment malaise. After the next few projects begin someone
will have to come with significantly different costs to find a
place in the market. One can draw your own conclusions as to
the horse you want to back but I hope this raises some
awareness in a very complicated space.
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